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TEAM
OUR LEGACY
To understand the mission of Charles R. Drew University is to understand the 
power and impact of the man and physician, Dr. Charles R. Drew.  Known for an 
inspirational, unstinting dedication to service for all people, his credo, knowledge 
and medical discoveries continue to shape and benefit the fields of healthcare 
and medical education today.

The mission of the University: Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and 
Science is a private non-profit student centered University that is committed to 
cultivating diverse health professional leaders who are dedicated to social justice 
and health equity for underserved populations through outstanding education, 
research, clinical service, and community engagement.  The University is named 
after Dr. Charles R. Drew, a brilliant, pioneering African American physician who 
overcame long odds and racism in the early and mid-20th century to produce 
seminal work on blood banking and blood plasma storage and transfusion. He 
was also a distinguished surgeon and Chair of Surgery at Howard University. 
His dedication to learning and sharing knowledge to benefit mankind is the 
inspiration for the University.

A life ended too soon, Dr. Drew’s legacy carries on through the Charles
R. Drew University of Medicine and Science.



RELEVANT EXPERIENCEA NEW FRONTIER
The proposed independent, four-year medical degree program at CDU will utilize 
the CDU Advantage: CDU student experience shall be defined by RESEARCH 
training and engagement; education in and for SOCIAL JUSTICE and DIVERSITY; 
GLOBAL and INTERNATIONAL education; COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT; and 
HEALTH POLICY knowledge and advocacy. We want to attract students whose 
personal missions align with the University and who will reflect the communities 
it serves.
 
CDU is answering the call and pledge made by Dr. Drew decades earlier — do 
more of what it does well — training and inspiring healthcare leaders. Students 
whose life experiences resonate with the residents in the surrounding community 
will continue to be the model CDU student: those who understand and have 
overcome obstacles and are in many ways an example.

Ultimately, the four-year medical degree program will cultivate students with 
diverse back grounds and experiences  who share our mission. We will produce 
physician leaders who will care for our community  with  the skills and dedication 
to provide excellent and compassionate health to those most in need. 



PROJECT VISION

The Health Professional Education Building will be the headquarters for 
CDU’s current College of Medicine programs as well as the home for the 
new, independent CDU College of Medicine. The building represents the 
role CDU plays in its South Los Angeles community by being at once part of 
the CDU campus and creating an authentic bond with the people it serves.

The 2019 final report of the California Future Health Workforce Commission 
recommended the development of a new, independent four-year medical 
education program at CDU.  The report notes that students from the new 
CDU medical education program would be likely to practice in California and 
references CDU’s track record of training medical students that are more 
likely to practice in medically disadvantaged areas.
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SCHEDULE
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SIGNATURE SPACES
The new HPEB will be 100,000 GSF and contain classroom, lab, office and common spaces to support the 60-student 
class size projected for the new College of Medicine with the ability to grow to up to 100 students per class. Spaces, 
many of which will be unique to the current campus, will be available for use by other CDU schools. 

•	 Respect for campus context while advancing CDU architecture creating a platform for future development.
•	 Open to the Watts-Willowbrook-Compton communities so they can see what is happening in their medical 

school from the street and from healthcare facilities on the MLK Medical Campus directly across from CDU.
•	 Gracious interior and exterior public spaces where the COM and community work together to develop doctors 

among them, ultimately, making Watts-Willowbrook-Compton (and the world) stronger and inspiring the next 
generation of CDU physicians.

•	 Put health professions students first by providing innovative collaborative teaching and learning environments 
that support them in every aspect of their lives.

•	 Incorporate the best available science, technology, research innovation in service to improving the health and 
wellness of our community.

•	 Embrace CDU’s culture of activism and engagement and leadership; inspire with a design that values each 
person and encourages action. 
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120TH STREET VIEWS



ROOF TERRACE





In the five decades since the school was incorporated in the Watts-Willow brook area of Los 
Angeles in 1966, CDU has graduated more than 900 physicians, 1,200 physician assistants and over 
a thousand other health professionals, as well as training more than 2,700 physician specialists 
through its sponsored residency programs. Its School of Nursing has graduated more than 1000 
nursing professionals, including more than 600 family nurse practitioners.

Since 2000, over 70 percent of graduates are from underrepresented backgrounds: CDU is the 
second most diverse four-year private nonprofit college in the nation, according to The Chronicle 
of Higher Education (August 2017). More than 80 percent of CDU students report returning to 
practice and provide the much-needed care in underserved communities following graduation. A 
California Wellness Foundation report estimated that one third of all minority physicians practicing 
in Los Angeles County, are graduates of the CDU medical school and/or residency training programs.



More than 50 years ago, Charles R. Drew University emerged from the ashes of a burned and battered city. The McCone 
Commission  determined that the Watts Revolt was caused by deep-rooted problems that devastated the lives of African 
Americans in the Watts community of Los Angeles. The greatest of these problems included poverty, racial discrimination, 
and inequality, especially inequality and the inability to access quality education and adequate and affordable healthcare. 
One measure taken to mitigate these conditions was the creation of the institution now known as Charles R. Drew 
University of Medicine and Science. The mission is  clear — Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science is a 
private non-profit student centered University that is committed to cultivating diverse health professional leaders who are 
dedicated to social justice and health equity for underserved populations through outstanding education, research, clinical 
service, and community engagement

VISION STATEMENT 
Excellent health and wellness for all in a world without health disparities.

MISSION STATEMENT
Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science is a private non-profit student centered University that is committed 
to cultivating diverse health professional leaders who are dedicated to social justice and health equity for underserved 
populations through outstanding education, research, clinical service, and community engagement.


